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NEWS@
The newsletter of Crouch End and District U3A     September 2020

For the latest information and updates visit our website www.cedu3a.org.uk

 Welcome to our second News@... 
 At the time of our first issue we were entering summer with uncertainty about when we could  
 return to a ‘normal’ level of activity, and heading into autumn sadly things aren’t much clearer  
 although some groups have been able to restart.  Thankfully we have been able to offer online  
 activities and many of the interest groups have  been able to continue in a similar way. We will  
 keep you up to date with the latest changes as they happen.  Visit our website cedu3a.org.uk for  
 information about our activities and those of the national U3A which you can join in with too.

In this issue we have a range of interesting articles for you to enjoy: find out more about our new trustees; groups news  
including beer, singing, decluttering, film, a wine tasting; and what some of our members have been doing during 
lockdown.  There is a delicious sounding hot potato and coriander salad recipe and tips on autumn beers, wine and 
gardening - together with a quiz and books to read.  Following her talk, Janet Sutherland has written more on independent 
living and there is a questionnaire she would like to you complete. 

Happy reading!  Take care and be safe 

Sally Whitaker,  Chair, CEDU3A

BrEnDA DArDElin
I grew up in Finsbury Park and first 
moved to Crouch End in the 1970s. 
I spent my working life in various 
libraries in London and Geneva. 

I’ve been a member of CEDU3A since it 
started and have found it a great way 
to meet new people and get out and 
about. I’ve enjoyed outings with the 
short walks and architecture groups.

My role in CEDU3A is to look after 
Beacon, an online system used by 
CEDU3A volunteers to maintain the 
membership list, distribute news and 
notices to members and communicate 
with members of the various interest 
groups.

My interests include volunteering on 
projects for the London Metropolitan 
Archives and the National Archives, 
reading, particularly crime fiction, 
sewing, knitting and delving into my 
family history.

llorETT KEmplEn
My U3A membership number is 116, so 
enrolled in the early days, and joined a 
number of groups including; Gardening, 
Italian Conversation and Decluttering.   
I became convener for the Decluttering 
Group 18 months ago

As New Members Social Coordinator I am 
responsible for organising and hosting the 
New Members Welcome Coffee Mornings 
and also the point of contact for members 
without access to the Internet, keeping  
them up to date with CE&D news.

Having been Head of Sales Training at The 
Body Shop, I then spent 15 years running 
my own consultancy and for the ten years 
before retiring I was Training & Development 
Manager for the National Portrait Gallery. 
I have two grown up sons, a dog and a 
cat. I love painting and skiing and am an 
enthusiastic crafter. My husband and I have 
spent this summer between London and  
the south coast and look forward to more 
time at our house in Italy once he retires. 

ChArliE ShArp
I’m the new CEDU3A membership 
secretary, taking over from Ed Allen.

Most of the administration is via 
our Beacon website, but I also deal 
with postal and online membership 
queries, as well as reports for the 
Executive. I’ve also been quiz night 
organiser a couple of times – both real 
and online

I’m a member of the Science SIG, and 
recently joined the Americana and 
Beer groups. Of course, this has been 
mostly online. I’ve really enjoyed the 
intellectual stimulus of these groups, 
as well as meeting their members.

I first heard of CEDU3A when running 
a Neighbourhood Forum stall next to 
them outside Hornsey Town Hall. It 
was a lucky meeting!

Our Three New Trustees

www.cedu3a.org.uk
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Sights of London quiz
Here are 6 cropped pictures of London landmarks.  
Can you name them? Answers at foot of Page 6

Our homes for our future
Janet Sutherland highlights an important issue

Many of you will have seen my July monthly talk “Our Homes for Our Future”; I hope to 
encourage more of you to address this important topic. 

The best homes can add 5 years of independent living. Will yours support your 
wellbeing and help you live younger longer? Let’s all look at our homes and consider 
them.  Most of us will continue to live in our current homes, but will this be the best 
option for you?  Perhaps your home will need some adaptations? Now or in the future? 

We need a wide range of attractive and affordable options that people would aspire 
to move to, whether to own or to rent, but sadly in the UK we have far fewer options, 
and fewer of us move, than in most comparable countries. As the numbers of over 65’s 
increases this shortage of options will become more critical. 

At the July talk a Zoom poll of Crouch End U3A members found that 43% were 
thinking of moving, with 91% wanting to stay local. Most wanted houses (35%) 
and flats (28%), but 28% of respondents were interested in co-housing, and 11% in 
retirement housing. Could this information influence local developments, for example, 
perhaps Hornsey Town Hall could have included co-housing? Where can people get 
the best information about adaptations?

The U3A Future Lives group is encouraging all U3As to debate these issues and discuss 
how to improve quality of life as we age, with the potential collectively to influence 
house builders and planners.

Please click on this link for more details, including a questionnaire that I hope you will 
fill in. The questionnaire will encourage you to consider your situation and wishes, and 
plan for your future wellbeing.  Importantly, the more of us complete it, the more we 
can influence the future we want. There are over 450,000 U3A members in England. 
Imagine the impact we can have collectively.   

For the latest information and updates visit our website www.cedu3a.org.uk
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KEEP ON SINGING
‘Singing for Fun’ and ‘Sing and Sip’  
are the brainchild of Anne heagney,  
who started the well attended groups  
for us after running similar ones at  
Alexandra Park Library.

With her dulcet tones, Anna leads into the first song from 
her ever-growing repertoire of titles, drawn from childhood, 
musicals, folk and popular songs. The session passes quickly 
for one and all, with less confident singers enjoying having 
others to lead and still join in the fun. 

Anne has been amazing. Since lockdown, not one day has 
gone by that she hasn’t sent a song with a link to YouTube, 
so that everyone could practice alone yet together – even 
during her short hospital stay for a planned procedure, 
she ensured that everyone received their daily song. Is this 
commitment or what? 

Her first song was the morale boosting Mamma Mia! whilst 
on Easter Day it was Jerusalem and on Day 50  Trains and 
Boats and Planes (get onto one of these, virtually at least….) 
For VE Day, Day 53, When the Lights go on Again, whilst to 
mark the 100th day she choose Sea Shanty.

‘Some people treat the email as part of their daily routine’ says 
Anne. ‘Some sing to the words I send, some prefer the YouTube 
link I enclose. Whichever they choose, I am happy to bring a little 
joy to our members’ daily lives!’

From late July, Anne has been able to host small singing 
groups in her garden complying to government and U3A’s 
regulations, and it’s been worth it. 

https://cedu3a.org.uk/2020/09/12/our-homes-for-our-future/
https://forms.gle/uBA7J3uAbC7FAopm6
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our local history
Banqueting in the Park
This splendid Banqueting Hall in Alexandra 
Park would have been wonderful for our U3A 
to use, had it sadly not burnt down in 1971. 
However it was somewhat dilapidated by 
then and used as a paint store. It was built in 
1864, even before the first Palace was built 
and seated 1500 people. Later on it became  
a barracks, rifle range, dance hall and  
clothing factory. Nothing remains now except 
an attractive grove of birch trees!  
See article on page 4.

For the latest information and updates visit our website www.cedu3a.org.uk

Self-portrait every day during lockdown
Every day during lockdown Inga Bystrom painted a pandemic self-portrait 
to keep her spirits up - and clearly succeeded judging by the three that are 
shown here - Inga trained at the Royal Academy schools and lives in the  
East of the Borough on the Broadwater Farm Estate. She is an enthusiastic 
member of Jacqueline Osley’s Felting classes and is also learning Italian  
and ventriloquism during lockdown!

Inga really enjoyed Peter Webb’s recent zoom talks on Art, inspiring her to  
do a bit of research on Van Gogh.

“I was always rubbish at history as a youngster - now a real enthusiast!  
I love being older!  And so many marvellous role models for me in cedu3a!”

inga Bystrom

CARRY ON WATCHING
The Film Group ran by Patsy Nightingale in 
her converted basement cinema during the 
winter months, brought together lovers of 
iconic black and white movies from the 40’s, 
50’s and 60’s. The many films from the British 
film-making partnership of Pressburger and 
Powell provided a rich choice, including 
some of the lesser known, like 49th Parallel, 
immensely popular when first released in 
1941. 

Lockdown didn’t stop the enterprising Patsy. 
She created a list of films available on-line 
to keep members watching, albeit in their 
sitting rooms, including The L-Shaped Room, 
The Long Room, I Know Where I am Going 
and several others.

Patsy says: “will the lockdown affect the 
appetite for watching films collectively in the 
future? Will the summer’s experiments with 
drive-ins - at Alexandra Palace, for instance, 
prove popular?  Perhaps this, and the cautious 
re-opening of cinemas, will give us some clues 
about how a reconfigured U3A Film Group 
might resume”  Carry on watching….. And 
watch this space!

Good Brews from Sean Boyle
The Beer Appreciation Group, formed just a couple of weeks before 
lockdown, had its first outing since inauguration at the local Goodness 
Brewing Company taproom in Wood Green recently. 

As bad luck would have it, we picked one of the wettest days in the long 
hot summer! The plan to enjoy a few beers in the sunshine had to be 
rapidly amended, but the good people at Goodness ensured that we had a 
well-ventilated, socially distanced spot to sample their beers. 

Naturally, many members are still not in a position to attend, but having 
carried out a risk assessment, we figured that it would be an acceptably low 
risk for some people. 

So six of us braved the weather, and were rewarded with some very 
pleasant beers, and impressed with the efforts of the founders to create 
a sustainable, community-focused enterprise which puts product quality 
and social engagement above short-term profits. Zack, one of the 
founders, was generous with his time, explaining to us how it came into 
being, the challenges they face and their future hopes. 

Most of us knew nothing of the brewery and its beers beforehand, but 
we were all impressed by the taste and diversity of the beers on offer, and 
even beer styles, which we wouldn’t normally seek out, were knocked back 
with relish. We tried a Pilsner-style lager, an American pale ale and a dry 
hopped red ale; only one, an ‘experimental’ brew, was judged an ‘acquired 
taste’ which might not repay the effort needed to acquire it.

Thanks to Zack and Alex for hosting our visit; we will be returning at 
some point, and we can recommend it to anyone who would like to try 
something different to a normal pub experience.  
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Elephants bathing in Alexandra Park?
Well of course! And much more fascinating history and wildlife 
information can be discovered in a new book about the Park 
published by the 350 strong Friends of Alexandra Park, (FoAP) 
founded in 2006. CE&D U3A member Gordon Hutchinson is the 
Chair of FoAP and recently gave an entertaining monthly talk 
prior to the book being published.

Originally from Macclesfield, Gordon now lives in Muswell Hill 
with his wife Jane, a member of the Birdwatching Group. He was 
a Cross-Country Blue when a student at Cambridge studying 
engineering and his career in Energy took him to many countries 
around the world, including California, New Zealand and the 
Middle East. He has been busy since retiring including adult 
numeracy teaching and advising young and student engineers 
on improving sustainability and was a visiting Professor at Bristol 
University teaching a novel course in sustainable solutions to 
engineering students. Gordon is a keen long-distance walker and 
a big fan of our monthly meetings.

Bringing the book on Alexandra Park together was a massive task 
involving many FoAP members, especially writer Laura Mazur. 
Gordon was involved in editing and tracking down the countless 
wonderful photographs and identifying sites around the park 
where activities took place. Including the site of the Banqueting 
Hall, photograph on page 3.

FoAP activities are slowly returning, and Gordon is keen  
to return to programming brass bands in The Grove,  
recreating music that was a big part of the Park’s history. 

Order the book at www.friendsofalexandrapark.org

Autumn Gardening Tips
rebecca harrington,  

Co-convener of the Gardening Group

Lockdown has been tough, and those with the good 
fortune to have a garden or allotment have truly 
appreciated the solace in growing beautiful or useful 
plants, and time to attend to the natural world. 

Our WhatsApp group is the source of many tips, 
exchanges of seeds and seedlings.  Zoom meeting have 
been (almost) as good as Gardeners’ Question Time!

A new problem is the microscopic Fuschia gall mite, 
which sucks sap-loving flowers gnarled and unsightly. 
This recent bio-hazard may be enabled by global 
warming, so hope for a cold winter to kill it. 

The affected shoots must be pruned right down to 
10cm below the affected part, burnt or put into the 
landfill bin to prevent the infestation spreading, and in 
badly affected plants the whole plant may need to be 
destroyed. There isn’t currently a pesticide for this mite, 
but some fuschias are somewhat resistant. 

In the heatwave we discussed planting for hot, dry 
weather when London clay bakes solid, reducing 
watering by using Mediterranean plants whose silvery, 
spiky, waxy or needle-like leaves conserve moisture, or 
using mulches like bark or gravel to trap moisture in the 
soil. Lavender, rosemary, stachys, perovskia, agapanthus, 
or grasses like stipa for example.

September is time to plant bulbs for spring and early 
summer flowering, think of bluebells and iris, fluffy-
headed alliums, bright narcissus and tulips - and don’t 
forget to add plenty of chilli powder to the bulbs and the 
top of the pots to deter those pesky squirrels!

Autumn Beers
recommended by Sean Boyle convener Beer Appreciation Group 

As the warm, balmy evenings give way to an autumnal chill, look for a little more 
‘mellow fruitfulness’ to lubricate your palate. Any of these will do the job nicely. 

Black Sheep Ale is a full flavoured bitter with a rich, fruity aroma and a 
bittersweet, malty taste with a long, dry and bitter finish. It has an interesting 
back story, with the name hinting at the family feuds that led to its creation.

Also from Yorkshire, Timothy Taylor’s Landlord spans the boundary between a 
pale ale and a traditional bitter. It’s full-bodied, with bready, sweetish malt and 
earthy hop notes, yet it’s crisp and clean tasting.

Fuller’s 1845 has an appetising complexity of aromas and flavours – raisins, 
hazelnuts, coffee, bitter orange and chocolate all make an appearance, leading 
to a pleasing bitter finish. At 6.3% ABV, it should be treated with restraint and 
respect, and if you have patience and room in your cellar, it will improve with age.
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Parminder Gunn-Hamilton
Parminder retired last year after a career in the Civil 
Service and U3A friends encouraged her to come 
along to our 2019 Open Day at Union Church. Amazed 
at the huge variety of Groups and activities on display, 
Parminder promptly signed up for a few including 
Americana and We’re Talking Travel. 

For the We’re Talking Travel Group Parminder gave a 
fascinating presentation about her Sikh family home 
in Khatkar Kalan, a rural village in the Punjab.  She left 
with her family to come to England when she was just 
9 years old, and after a long sea voyage arrived in a 
wintry snow-covered Leicester, speaking no English.  

Her father had been a teacher in the Punjab and 
became a primary school teacher and football coach 
in Leicester but Parminder yearned for London life, 
hoping to meet T.Rex. She won a place at UCL to study 
Economics and Geography and never left London, 
moving to Crouch End in 1974 and marrying Robbie, a 
Glaswegian.

Dance plays a big part in Parminder’s life - She 
is always the first person on the dance floor, 
enthusiastically demonstrated at our Rock and Roll 
dance last Christmas.  She had been involved in Dance 
Drama at School and later at University had joined 
the drama society and performed in ‘Tommy’ at the 
Bloomsbury Theatre.  Parminder hopes to set up a 
Dance Drama Group for us when the pandemic is over.

During Lockdown, she set up Zoom Friday night disco 
dance sessions for our members after mentioning 
to her yoga teacher/DJ that there was little dance 
available for the over-60’s.   Her other hobbies include 
reading, avant garde theatre, writing and poetry.

mEmBER PROfILE

For the latest information and updates visit our website www.cedu3a.org.uk

Books, Books and more Books
Two new lockdown book Groups suggest the following:
rebecca harrington - Convener of Reading Race Group

Andrew Sich - Convenor of Book Group 1 suggests
Having discussed over 40 books to date, we would like to 
recommend the following selection to  members who may be 
seeking inspiration on what to read next:
The Chateau by William Maxwell; peace by Richard Brausch;  
olive Kitteridge by Elizabeth Strout; half of a Yellow Sun by 
Chimamanda Ngozi Adiche; Cloud Atlas by David Mitchell;  
Butcher’s Crossing by John Williams; milkman by Anna Burns;  
The Garden of Evening mists by Tan Twan Eng; and  
All Among the Barley by Melissa Harrison.

A Wine for Autumn  
Perfect for early Autumn, this wine is from the Chianti 
area but it’s not a Chianti, although it uses the same 
Sangiovese grape. It revives a forgotten and traditional 
method of winemaking typical of Tuscany called Governo 
all’Uso Toscano, which induces a second fermentation 
by adding dried grapes before the wine is finished. The 
result is a luscious round wine, with cherries and chocolate 
notes, hints of violets, smooth and elegant.  Snap it up at 
Sainsbury’s for just £8. Excellent with pasta, meat dishes and 
cheeses, it’s also great to enjoy on its own after dinner.  It’s 
what we call a ‘wine for meditation’.  luisa Welch

                                           The murder of George Floyd and Black Lives  
                                           Matter movement sparked this new Book group, 
                                            to discuss non-fiction work on race, racism, white 
                                            privilege and how as older people we might 
                                             effect change. 
                                             First we read Afua Hirsch’s Brit(ish). Hirsch is a  
                                              British woman of Ghanaian and German Jewish  
                                               heritage, living in Wimbledon, well educated  
                                               and privileged in many ways yet with complex  
                                                experiences and sense of identity because of  
                                                her skin colour. Excellent, thought-provoking!

Jenny Bryant - Convener of Historical Fiction
One of the early books read was Stefan Zweig’s Beware of Pity.  
                                           Set in Austria on the eve of the First World War,   
                                            this tells the story of a young cavalry officer,  
                                            Anton, who befriends a local millionaire and  
                                             his family - in particular the old man’s daughter, 
                                              Edith, who is unable to walk after an accident. 
                                              Anton is mortified that he asked Edith to dance 
                                               at a party without knowing she would not be 
                                                able to. The book tells of Anton’s attempts to  
                                                 assuage his pity for Edith by befriending  
                                                  her, with disastrous results.  The realisation  
                                                  that all is not as it seems on the surface  
                                                   unfolds through the book.   
There are some highly melodramatic moments and the 
psychological insights to the characters are intriguing.   
ros Davies and Jenny Bryant

Greta Sykes second novel published 
Titled ‘The defeat of Gilgamesh’, an adventurous  
tale depicting life in one of the earliest  civilisations,  
ancient Mesopotamia.  
Congratulations to our member Greta Sykes.
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Conviviality, sharing and learning were 
the key elements of the Wine….and 
more regular tastings. After lockdown, 
they were quick to react and moved the 
tastings to Zoom. Tasting wine over the 
Internet whilst staring at a computer? 
Yes, it could be done! Keen imbibers 
embraced the new way of tasting with 
gusto! 

Bottle at the ready, the group has 
become a ‘pro’ at virtual tastings, 
exploring themes like Italian Vineyards, 
Spotlight on Spain, Spectacular South 
Africa, Summer Solstice and Shhh! It’s 
Riesling! To name but a few. 

With a considerable waiting list, an 
important feature of Zoom tastings is 
not being restricted by numbers, with 
group and reserve list members invited, 
reaching an attendance of 20 people 
rather than being limited to around 
12.  Maps are provided, a summary of 
the wines tasted circulated, all imbibers 
need to do is turn up on Zoom with 
their bottle.  

The group is already planning physical 
tastings under U3A guidelines, as well as 
continuing to offer tastings over Zoom, 
so that more members are reached, 
have fun and feel uplifted. 

The future is bright – the future is white, 
pink, red and orange (with the wines of 
Georgia soon to be explored).  
luisa Welch

how to contribute to the next newsletter
We welcome your contributions to future 
newsletters. You can send ideas for articles, a catchy 
name for the newsletter, photo and story of your 
pet, short stories or poems, photographs, local 
history stories or recollections of the area in the 
past. Please send to news@cedu3a.org.uk

LONDON LANDMARKS Quiz ANSweRS

1 Bank of England
2 The Gherkin (30 St Mary Axe)
3 The Cutty Sark
4 The Globe Theatre
5 ArcelorMittal Orbit Olympic Park
6 London Coliseum

For the latest information and updates visit our website www.cedu3a.org.uk

Serves about 4 to 6  

5 to 6 large (about 300g each) red  
potatoes.  (Desiree, Rooster or Harlequin)
Two big handfuls of fresh coriander  
(or flat leaf parsley if you prefer).
Juice of half a large lemon.
Extra virgin olive oil – 4 x the lemon juice.
Black olives, pitted and halved (optional)
Freshly milled sea salt and black pepper

!
1. Peel and cut potatoes in 1 cm thick slices
2. Arrange potato slices in overlapping rows  
 in a steamer. Steam for 24 -26 minutes.
3. While the potatoes are cooking, wash,  
 dry and chop the coriander, including  
 most of the stalks.
4. Make dressing by blending the olive oil 
 and lemon juice together in a mini  
 blender or shake them in a clean jar.
5. Quickly arrange half the cooked potatoes  
 in overlapping rows in a warmed serving  
 dish. Pour over a third of the dressing.
6. Season with salt & pepper then sprinkle  
 a third of the coriander over potatoes 
7. Pour over a little more dressing.
8. Repeat steps 5, 6 and 7.
9. Sprinkle over remaining coriander.
10. Garnish with the black olives if desired.

This dish goes well with fish or cold meats 
and can also be eaten cold. It will keep for 
a day in the fridge – keep well covered and 
mix before serving. Any dressing you have 
left will keep for a day or two in the fridge.

WINE TASTINGS ONLINE  Now there’s a good idea!

TImE TO DECLUTTER
Lockdown had its upside, and with more time on hand, many finally carried out 
that promised declutter with renewed energy.  Enter llorett Kemplen, (one of 
our new Trustees) with her Decluttering workshops counting 40 members and 
physical space for just 12. Moving the group on Zoom was the perfect platform 
to reach more people.

From space shortage to too many inherited items and the burden of years of 
collecting, members faced and shared their personal challenges. Developing 
skills in motivation, decision-making, organising and creativity was empowering. 

With a sentimental item - perhaps take a picture of it before you let it go. Often 
it’s not the item we want to keep, it’s the memory of it, which can be kept digitally. 

Top tip: if a job takes only a few minutes to do, do it now so it’s done!  

The pictures show a 15-minute before and after declutter under a sink. With the 
addition of a small container for little bottles and a handy storage rack fitted to 
the inside of the cupboard door – sorted!

Try sorting family letters and postcards by creating scrapbooks, framing cards or 
using the bulk for craft projects or card making.  Unwanted clothes, towels, bed 
linen can be crafted into bags or the all-important facemasks!

Always allow time. We spend a lifetime collecting possessions; it will take time to 
sort through them all. 

Recommended read ‘The Joy of Less’ by Francine Jay, about decluttering and 
minimalism. 

Nicci’s Hot Potato  
and Coriander Salad


